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Chromosome Copy Number Tool  (CCNT) 
http://www.affymetrix.com/support/developer/tools/affytools.affx 
 
Changes in DNA copy number are one of the hallmarks of genetic instability common to most human cancers. Previous 
microarray-based methods have been used to identify chromosomal gains and losses, however they are unable to 
genotype alleles at the level of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).  

The Affymetrix® GeneChip® Chromosome Copy Number Tool implements a novel algorithm that uses a recently 
developed high-density oligonucleotide array-based SNP genotyping method, whole genome sampling analysis (WGSA), 
to identify genome-wide chromosomal gains and loses at high resolution. The tool compares values from test sample to 
SNP-specific distributions derived from a reference set containing over one hundred individuals.  

100K CCNT Reference Data: 
• Contains the probe intensities from 128 samples across both the Mapping50K_XBA240 and Mapping50K_HIND240 

arrays.   
• Consists of samples from three different ethnicities: Caucasian, African-American and Asian and fourth group from 

the PD Panel.   
• The data consists of EXP, CEL and CHP files for the 4 groups.   
 
CEL Files: 
42 African American  
 100K_AF_Hind.ZIP  (597 MB) 
 100K_AF_Xba.ZIP   (571 MB) 
20 Asian  

100K_AS_Hind.ZIP  (266 MB) 
 100K_AS_Xba.ZIP   (277 MB) 
 
42 Caucasian  

100K_CA_Hind.ZIP  (588 MB) 
 100K_CA_Xba.ZIP  (564 MB) 
 
24 PD Panel 

100K_PE_Hind.ZIP   (326 MB) 
 100K_PE_Xba.ZIP    (321 MB) 
 
  
100K_EXP.zip  - EXP files for all 256 CEL files 
100K_CHP.zip  - Chp files for all 256 CEL files 
 
 
Importing Files into GCOS/GDAS. 
The EXP, CEL and CHP files can be imported into GCOS 1.2 and analyzed with GDAS 3.0.  Use the Data Transfer Tool 
(DTT) to import the data 
Please note: GDAS 3.0 is required to analyze the CEL data, previous versions are not able to analyze the data.   
 
Library file: 
100K Library File can be downloaded from Affymetrix: 
http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/byproduct.affx?product=100k 
 
 
File Formats: 
The CCNT Reference data file formats are described in the Affymetrix File Format document downloadable from the 
Affymetrix External Developer’s Network site:  http://www.affymetrix.com/support/developer/index.affx 
 
File SDKs: 
CCNT Reference data .CEL files can be accessed through the Affymetrix File SDKs; more information on File SDK’s can 
be found on the Affymetrix External Developer File SDK page: 
http://www.affymetrix.com/support/developer/filesdk/GDACFiles/Pages/GDACFiles.affx 
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